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Sunday, June 10. 2012

No Big Surprises There
So, I took this "Political Compass" quiz (thanks to my friend - and fellow Orem-28 County Delegate - John English for
linking to it), can't say I was terribly
shocked by the result:
They also give what they think some historical figures would have rated on the same quiz:

Where do you fall?
Posted by Ancient of Days in Politics at 14:55
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Wednesday, November

2. 2011

Parli Pro
In lieu of this week's "Red, Blue, and Pigskin", I offer all of you my (still in-progress) prezi.com presentation of an
Introduction to Parliamentary Procedure, per Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised 10th edition (yes, yes, I know the
11th edition was recently released, but I still haven't certified on the 10th yet!)
If you're interested, you should be able to view it here (warning:
requires Flash). If you would like to see it presented live, you are welcome to join our ParliPro group at the Novell
Cafeteria on Thursday, November 3rd. This slide will be part of the "Beginner's Course", which starts at 7pm.
Posted by Ancient of Days in Politics at 21:32
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Monday, March 22. 2010

Health Care (Reform) Bill
So as most of you should know, Congress has passed a bill that will affect how health care works in America. It was a
pretty thick document, filled with lots of legal-speak. I enjoyed this op-ed in the New York
Times about it. I'll post some excerpts for the link-clicking impaired.
[I]f liberals are right, health care reform will save tens of thousands of lives every year. Not some lives, on the
margins, in hard-to-measure ways that may or may not justify the billâ€™s price tag. Tens of thousands every year. .
.
Right now, these assumptions are hotly contested between left and right. But if the bill passes, by 2018 weâ€™ll find
out whoâ€™s right. . .
[P]assing the bill will shed some light on them.
It will shed light, as well, on all other promises that piled up as the health care vote drew near â€” that the bill,
its implicit abortion subsidies notwithstanding, will actually reduce the abortion rate, as T.R. Reid argued last week
in the Washington Post; that it will create 400,000 new jobs â€œalmost immediately,â€• as Pelosi recently claimed; that
it will become more popular once implemented, as every Democrat insists; and so on through an array of happy
possibilities.
The same goes for all the things that liberals are sure wonâ€™t happen. Weâ€™ll find out if the bill makes premiums
skyrocket. Weâ€™ll find out if it creates doctor shortages. Weâ€™ll find out if the array of new taxes destroys more
jobs than the new spending creates. Weâ€™ll find out if the fiscally essential firewall between the new, heavily
subsidized exchanges and the old, less-subsidized employer-based system holds up. And in the (only slightly) longer
run,
weâ€™ll find out if tacking an entitlement to comprehensive health insurance atop a groaning system speeds
Americaâ€™s
rendezvous with a bankrupt, Californian future.
But the part I most heartily agreed with was this:
As a conservative, I suspect theyâ€™re wrong. But now that the bill has passed, as a citizen of the United
States, I dearly hope theyâ€™re right. Indeed, I hope that 20 years from now, in an America thatâ€™s healthier, richer
and more solvent than today, a liberal can brandish this column and say â€œI told you so.â€• Because the alternative
would mean that weâ€™re all about to be very sorry, and for a very long time to come.
Posted by The Mad Giggler in Politics at 13:43
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Wednesday, September 30. 2009

Let's Get Political
I teach a Sunday School class for twelve and thirteen year olds. This past week's lesson was on leadership and we
were
supposed to be reviewing it in the context of Harold B. Lee's life. We started by discussing current events and how good
leaders help us through wars,
famine, natural disasters, etc.
As we were discussing what qualities a good leader possesses, I was surprised to suddenly hear scathing remarks
about
President Obama. One of the students began to recount how his grandmother hates the President, calls him a monster,
and
even went so far as to say that his biggest problem is that he's still breathing. Needless to say, I was a little
shocked. I tried to explain to them that it's ok to disagree with a man's politics, but to wish him dead crossed a line. I
also
tried to make the point that our job as members of a democracy (yes, yes, AoD, a constitutional republic, I know) is to
help our leaders do a better job, not by thwarting them at every turn, but by trying to forge compromises that make life
better for everyone. We can't always get everything we want. It's just not feasible.
So today, I found this Op-Ed piece in (yes) the New York Times very timely. Once again, I will quote
liberally:
I hate to write about this, but I have actually been to this play before and it is really disturbing.
I was in Israel interviewing Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin just before he was assassinated in 1995. We had a beer in his
office. He needed one. I remember the ugly mood in Israel then â€” a mood in which extreme right-wing settlers and
politicians were doing all they could to delegitimize Rabin, who was committed to trading land for peace as part of the
Oslo accords. They questioned his authority. They accused him of treason. They created pictures depicting him as a
Nazi
SS officer, and they shouted death threats at rallies. His political opponents winked at it all.
And in so doing they created a poisonous political environment that was interpreted by one right-wing Jewish settler as
a license to kill Rabin â€” he must have heard, â€œGod will be on your sideâ€• â€” and so he did. . .
What kind of madness is it that someone would create a poll on Facebook asking respondents, â€œShould Obama be
killed?â€• The choices were: â€œNo, Maybe, Yes, and Yes if he cuts my health care.â€• The Secret Service is now
investigating. I hope they put the jerk in jail and throw away the key because this is exactly what was being done to
Rabin.
Even if you are not worried that someone might draw from these vitriolic attacks a license to try to hurt the president,
you have to be worried about what is happening to American politics more broadly. . .
Sometimes I wonder whether George H.W. Bush, president â€œ41,â€• will be remembered as our last
â€œlegitimateâ€•
president. The right impeached Bill Clinton and hounded him from Day 1 with the bogus Whitewater â€œscandal.â€•
George
W. Bush was elected under a cloud because of the Florida voting mess, and his critics on the left never let him forget
it.
And Mr. Obama is now having his legitimacy attacked by a concerted campaign from the right fringe. They are using
everything from smears that he is a closet â€œsocialistâ€• to calling him a â€œliarâ€• in the middle of a joint session
of Congress to fabricating doubts about his birth in America and whether he is even a citizen. And these attacks are not
just coming from the fringe. Now they come from Lou Dobbs on CNN and from members of the House of
Representatives.
Again, hack away at the manâ€™s policies and even his character all you want. . .
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The American political system was, as the saying goes, â€œdesigned by geniuses so it could be run by idiots.â€• But a
cocktail of political and technological trends have converged in the last decade that are making it possible for the
idiots of all political stripes to overwhelm and paralyze the genius of our system.
Those factors are: the wild excess of money in politics; the gerrymandering of political districts, making them
permanently Republican or Democratic and erasing the political middle; a 24/7 cable news cycle that makes all politics a
daily battle of tactics that overwhelm strategic thinking; and a blogosphere that at its best enriches our debates,
adding new checks on the establishment, and at its worst coarsens our debates to a whole new level, giving a new
power
to anonymous slanderers to send lies around the world. Finally, on top of it all, we now have a permanent presidential
campaign that encourages all partisanship, all the time among our leading politicians. . .
We canâ€™t change this overnight, but what we can change, and must change, is people crossing the line between
criticizing the president and tacitly encouraging the unthinkable and the unforgivable.

Posted by The Mad Giggler in Politics at 08:37
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Friday, September 25. 2009

Global Climate Change
Some of my facebook friends have been discussing the affects of legislation currently going before Congress, namely
the
Waxman-Markey Act or cap-and-trade climate bill. Some of their arguments have seemed a little weird to me until I
read this article by a
Nobel Prize winning economist in the New York Times Opinion section.
He starts his essay by playfully pointing out that the debate over health care reform has not exactly been an
intellectual stunner and that we can expect more of the same from this piece of legislation.
I'll go ahead and quote heavily from the article, because I know some of you are link-challenged. If the New York Times
comes knocking on my door for plagiarism or copyright infringment, I'll tell them it's your fault.
So the main argument against climate action probably wonâ€™t be the claim that global warming is a myth. It
will, instead, be the argument that doing anything to limit global warming would destroy the economy. . .
First, the evidence suggests that weâ€™re wasting a lot of energy right now. That is, weâ€™re burning large amounts
of
coal, oil and gas in ways that donâ€™t actually enhance our standard of living â€” a phenomenon known in the research
literature as the â€œenergy-efficiency gap.â€• The existence of this gap suggests that policies promoting energy
conservation could, up to a point, actually make consumers richer.
Second, the best available economic analyses suggest that even deep cuts in greenhouse gas emissions would impose
only
modest costs on the average family. Earlier this month, the Congressional Budget Office released an analysis of the
effects of Waxman-Markey, concluding that in 2020 the bill would cost the average family only $160 a year, or 0.2
percent of income. Thatâ€™s roughly the cost of a postage stamp a day. . .
[L]ast week Glenn Beck â€” who seems to be challenging Rush Limbaugh for the role of de facto leader of the G.O.P.
â€”
informed his audience of a â€œburiedâ€• Obama administration study showing that Waxman-Markey would actually
cost the
average family $1,787 per year. Needless to say, no such study exists.
But we shouldnâ€™t be too hard on Mr. Beck. Similar â€” and similarly false â€” claims about the cost of
Waxman-Markey
have been circulated by many supposed experts. . .
So hereâ€™s the bottom line: The claim that climate legislation will kill the economy deserves the same disdain as the
claim that global warming is a hoax. The truth about the economics of climate change is that itâ€™s relatively easy
being green.
So if you start seeing articles claiming that the cap and trade bill is going to destroy our economy, you now have a
rebuttal by a world renowned economist. And you can always fall back on my favorite argument, which is that it will
eventually cost more just to walk outside if we don't start doing more about pollution. The inversion+smog in Salt Lake
is deadly and will only get worse unless we do something about it.
Posted by The Mad Giggler in Politics at 08:16
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Thursday, January 15. 2009

What do *you* think?
Do you agree with this take on Obama's presidency? What are the chances we pull out of this recession/depression
during
his first term? Is it necessary to have more goodwill among the world community or are we holding our nation back by
looking for the approval of foreigners?
Magic and Realism
By ROGER COHEN of the New
York Times
So the next new thing is â€œsmart power.â€• The phrase was sprinkled through Senator Hillary Clintonâ€™s
confirmation
hearing in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. It means using all the levers of influence â€” diplomatic, economic,
military, legal, political and cultural â€” to get what you want.
Iâ€™ve nothing against smart power, a blend of soft and hard. Itâ€™s better than dumb power, of which weâ€™ve had
a
dose.
Dumb power estranges friends, privileges force, undermines United States credibility and proclaims war without end.
But what I want from the Obama administration is something more than Harvard-to-the-Beltway smarts. I want magical
realism.
Seldom has so much hope confronted so much anxiety as in these five days before Barack Obama becomes the 44th
president
and the first African-American one.From the West Front of the Capitol, where he will be sworn in with Lincolnâ€™s Bible
beneath his hand, Obama will face
Abraham Lincoln, who saved the Union in a war over slavery, and the spot where Martin Luther King gave his â€œI
Have a
Dreamâ€• speech. A fuller expression of American possibility at a time of American penury is hard to imagine.
Obama will then move into the White House, which slaves helped build, facing the worst economic downturn since the
1930s.
Reconciliation and transcendence and a reaffirmation of the mythology of American possibility vie with debt, doubt and
depression. If they are poised in equal measure, which will prevail?
One thing seems certain: The meltdown is going to hang over at least the first 18 months of the Obama presidency. The
Treasury is bare. Americans are deluged in debt. Confidence has been Madoffed.
Thatâ€™s the realism. But this 47-year-old man of mixed race, whose very name â€” O-Ba-Ma â€” has the
three-syllable
universality of a childâ€™s lullaby, has always had something of the providential about him, a global figure who looks
more like the guy at the local bodega than the guys on dollar bills. Thatâ€™s the magic.
He needs this magic, which resonates in a voice with the solemn clarity of a bell. Smart power will not be enough. If it
were, Americans would have elected Hillary Clinton president.
But in their abiding good sense, Americans intuited the imperative to reach beyond smartness for some ineffable quality,
capable of unifying and inspiring at a time of national and global division.
Inevitably, the nation is looking back to 1932. â€œWe have nothing to fear but fear itself,â€• Franklin Delano Roosevelt
said in his first inaugural, with the economy devastated by the Depression. He also said: â€œThis nation asks for action
and action now.â€•
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Action followed â€” a torrent of legislation and speeches in the first 100 days designed to kick-start the country.
Obama has been vowing a similar flurry, but has also been talking down expectations, saying things are going to get
worse. That may be true, but he has to be careful. An excess of realism will undo him.
Two of the greatest weapons he has are language, which he wields better than any recent president, and the bond he
has
established with the American people. Therein lies the magic. Like fireside-chatting F.D.R., he has to preserve this
bond in a direct way or he will fail, because the facts are going to be hard.
That task begins with his inaugural speech. After eight arid years under a leader, President George W. Bush, who could
not find within himself a solitary phrase to touch the soul, Americansâ€™ thirst to be uplifted is great.
Obama has to lay out a vision that goes beyond the war on terror and draws the partners of a re-imagined United
States,
less powerful but still indispensable, into a shared push for greater prosperity and security.
When youâ€™re down, you need friends. Clinton was right to say, â€œWe must build a world with more partners and
fewer
adversaries.â€• She might have added, especially in the Muslim world.
A good starting point would be the realization that the very barrier-breaking technology that helped America to the
zenith of its post-cold-war power has now democratized knowledge in ways the United States cannot control. The world
view shaped in the Middle East by Al Jazeera is not amenable to Western logic. It has its own.
Wealth has also migrated to an archipelago of new powers, including Brazil, Russia, China, India and the Gulf states.
This scattering of power demands a new U.S. humility, but there is still no idea as compelling as the American embodied
in Obamaâ€™s rise. Only if he can harness the magic of that to new realism can he summon the energy to overcome
Americaâ€™s crisis. Smart power alone cannot usher in the postponed promise of the 21st century.
Gandhi, asked what he thought of Western civilization, replied, â€œI think it would be a good idea.â€• Obama could do
worse than place on his new desk the words of another Indian-born man, a novelist of magical realist power, Salman
Rushdie: â€œThis may be the curse of the human race. Not that we are so different from one another, but that we are
so
alike.â€•
Posted by The Mad Giggler in Politics at 08:19
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Sunday, July 13. 2008

I am sad today
Former White House Press Secretary and host of Fox News Sunday Tony Snow died this week.
The phrase fair and balanced has always been a source of humor with me, but in my opinion, he was one man who
truely
embodied fair and balanced. I will miss him.
Posted by Radar in Politics at 10:38
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Sunday, April

6. 2008

Yeah, I hate Mitt too... ???
I was listening to the Nightside
Project on Friday night when they started talking about a website
where you could go and encourage John McCain to not make Mitt Romney his running mate.
This website is hilarious!!! Up until today, you could go in and sign up and encourage Senator McCain to avoid Mitt
Romney. They were then posting all of the comments from those who had written something to the Senator. Well the
vast
majority (no numbers were actually counted, though as I perused them very few were anti-Mitt) of comments were
people
saying that they would only vote for McCain if Romney was on the ticket, or other such things like that. It was
hilarious. The Nightside Project then decided to take it one step further: sabotage the data and have fun doing it
(click on the Nightside link above to be able to hear that part of the segment).
Apparently the comments were so bad that the site administrators decided to completely close off the comments
section.
And I quote:
Because of insensitive and offensive posts public viewing of comments has been blocked. Click here for a
complete explanation. Note: If you support Romney you should not be signing a petition against him in order to make
pro-Romney statements. That is flat out dishonest.
Classic Politics: If your smear campaign backfires, just blame the guy you were smearing!
Posted by Radar in Politics at 21:38
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Sunday, February 24. 2008

You've got to be kidding me!!!
I was watching the news one morning this week and they were doing a brief overview of the bills being discussed during
the legislative term when they mentioned SB
183. I was to say, more than a little shocked about the bill. This bill would make it a crime to
view child pornography (for the remainder of this post to be known as CP as I don't want to be
responsible for getting people to this blog by that search). Now before any of you make any inappropriate jokes, this is
no joking matter. It turns out that in the state of Utah it
is currently legal to view CP. Currently the law states that sexual exploitation of a minor is "when
a person knowingly produces, distributes, possesses, or possesses with intent to distribute, CP; or if the person is a
minor's parent or legal guardian and knowingly consents to or permits that minor to be sexually exploited." This new
amendment would make it illegal to view CP.
I personally think it is high time that this has been done and according to Jane* this should pass with ease (despite
being introduced by the most current politician who needs a filter before he speaks - Chris Buttars). I did have one of
my friends who in conversation about this say, "Why? Don't we already have enough legislation about this to cover it
all?" He may have a point. Personally I disagree with him and support this amendment. But what do all of you
think?
*Special thanks for the information from my good friend "Jane" who has just officially become my governmental insider.
Posted by Radar in Politics at 19:52
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Wednesday, February 20. 2008

Castro Resigns
I realize you'll probably have heard it somewhere else first, but I just wanted to say: Fidel Castro has
resigned as President of Cuba.
Posted by Ancient of Days in Politics at 01:40
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Wednesday, February

6. 2008

Presidential Stuffs: An Answer for Wren
I've spent some time reviewing their published stances on the issues and here's where I've landed:
Between Romney and any of the Dem candidates, I'll take Romney - I've long thought we needed someone who had
some
business acumen in the White House
Between McCain and Obama, I'll take Obama - if I have to take someone on my left, I may as well go all the way
Between McCain and Clinton, I'll take McCain - I can't think of a single instance where I would vote for Clinton
As distasteful as it is to me, it looks as if I'll probably be voting for McCain.
Posted by Ancient of Days in Politics at 03:23
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Saturday, January 19. 2008

An "allegory" for our times.
Sup.
So I've seen a couple of entries here that discuss the primaries, and to that end, wondered if you, keen observers of
the world (real and warcraft...y) might enjoy a little story I wrote, allegory actually, about the absurdity that is the
Rebulican race thus far on LaskoVision. If you would be so Kind:
The Tale of Phollyville
Thanks in advance and honored to have a login to such a prestigious roundtable such as the Homestarmy. I hope I do
has
what it takes.
Posted by The Jet in Politics at 21:50
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Wednesday, January 16. 2008

Speaking of Primaries
Anyone interested in voting in Utah's Primary elections can actually vote anytime between now, and the 5th.
There are a few rules though.
In order to vote in the Democratic primary you must either be affiliated with the Democrats, or unaffiliated. Voting in
the primary does not require you to affiliate with the Dems.
For the Republican primary you must either be affiliated with the Republicans or unaffiliated. Voting in the primary
does require you to affiliate with the Republican party.
Here is some information about early voting and the primary
election. And here is where you can find out what your
official registered affiliation is, and where your normal polling place is.
*Note the 2nd link is for the SL County Clerk office. And remember to use the address that you inputted on your last
voter registration form. Those registered outside of SL County, I don't have a link for you.
Posted by Sideshow in Politics at 08:55

Victory: Much Needed, and Hollow
Well Romney finally managed to win a state in Michigan, McCain was second and Huckabee third. I think we can count
Guiliani out as he's yet to actually do anything in either of the caucases/primaries so far. Though he'll probably have
a decent showing.
The victory however is huge for Romney, who needed desperately to win one of these pre Super Tuesday elections.
Though
he might not win all the states, this victory proved he can win some big states. Plus he'll probably be 2nd in most
states if he doesn't win. Since the other candidates aren't consistent, so far, as long as he's consistent percentage
wise he's the front runner for the GOP.
On the democrats side Clinton won a meaningless and hollow victory. Due to democratic primary rules Michigan is not
one
of the elite states that is allowed to have a primary prior to February. When it was announced that Michigan was going
to have their primary early the Democratic Party told them move it, or lose your delegates. They didn't move so the
main front runners took their names off the ballot. All the front runners that is except Hilary.
Posted by Sideshow in Politics at 08:49
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Tuesday, January 15. 2008

Romney (ATTN: Wren)
Since you asked what's so great about Mitt Romney, I thought you might find this opinion piece interesting:
Driving Mr.
Romney
As a longtime admirer of Mr. Romney's, it pains me that many Americans believe these things. Even worse, Mr.
Romney's presidential campaign has given them cause to feel this way.
Posted by The Mad Giggler in Politics at 09:26
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Monday, January 14. 2008

More Huckabee Abuse
Seriously, I'll stop badmouthing Huckabee if anyone asks me too. But this guy is just too bad to be true! He's like the
Britney Spears of the political world. Self-centered, shallow, and way too well known for his own good. Just read this
article and thought, 'How did he
win in Iowa?' Seriously. WTF.
Posted by Wren in Politics at 13:22
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Wednesday, January

9. 2008

a new direction...
While Obama and Huckabee were victorious in Iowa, Clinton and McCain won last night in New Hampshire.
Discuss.
Posted by Wren in Politics at 11:21
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Friday, January

4. 2008

Speaking of Elections
If you're like me, and just don't even know how to register to vote, use Rock the Vote. They make it really painless.
Posted by Ancient of Days in Politics at 18:20

On to New Hampshire!
Huckabee and Obama landed first in the Iowa polls. (I'm not going to bother to find a link for this, because you can
find an article on it everywhere--CNN, MSN... Perez Hilton...)
This sort of makes sense to me, I guess. The country would rather have a black guy who's concerned with welfare over
a
crazy white chick; I can dig that. It's the Huckabee win that dazes and confuses me. But you all know how I feel about
Huckabee.
What I was wondering is what everyone else thinks of this? Discuss.
PS - Considering how much I care about this, it being my first official presidential election, I'm going to be
writing a lot more politic-centered articles, and I was hoping that everyone else would do the same. I mean, I still
don't know why Romney is so awesome. Someone needs to enlighten me. On that note, can we please have a political
agenda?
-bats eyelashesPosted by Wren in Politics at 09:43
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